View Mode

In this mode, users are allowed to
  1. View all annotations
  2. View all responses
  3. View comment hotspots
  4. Respond to comments
  5. Filter by users or tags
  6. Print comments and responses

**Step 1:** Access View Mode of the document. Look for icon [ ] from any other mode or from salon page.

**Step 2:** View all annotations at specific locations. Just click on the highlight.

**Step 3:** View all responses
Step 4: View comment hotspots

Look for darker spots in the heatmap and click OR

Among the examples he cited were a robo-cleaner that maps out the best way to do housework, and the online trading algorithms that are increasingly controlling Wall Street.

"We are writing these things that we can no longer read," warned Mr. Slavin.

"We’ve rendered something illegible. And we’ve lost the sense of what’s actually happening in this world we’ve made."

Million-dollar book

Algorithms may be cleverer than humans but they don’t necessarily have our sense of perspective - a failing that became evident when Amazon’s price-setting code went to war with itself earlier this year.

Darker areas in the highlighted text

Step 5: Respond to Comments using reply. User will get an email with your response or add a new comment using “join this discussion”.
Step 6: Filter by Users or Tags or density

Step 7: Print Comments and Responses.

Menu ➔ site menu ➔ print

---

When algorithms control the world

**Paragraph 1**

Annotations: computers finally get smarter than us

Comment: I think this comment is interesting because I don’t think it will ever be smarter than us. A computer can be programmed and then be used to do it faster. A computer is simply a tool, not a tool.

Comment by: mannequin7212 Topic: General Positivity: 5

**Paragraph 9**

Annotations: computers finally get smarter than us

Comment: it is good to think about it too. Can a computer be for it to deduce results (perhaps incorrect) even if it is not do

Comment by: Prof. Gina Topic: General Positivity: 5

Annotations: In reality, our electronic overlords are already in the way that science fiction would

Comment: this is true, computers do so much in the world. control over us

Comment by: IPerstTheV Topic: General Positivity: 5

---

Chapter_17

Question 1
What do you think the most important take away of this chapter is?

- **Katie**: This chapter helped to reinforce much of what we’ve been class, especially in regard to ordering ad and new information. What Hopper’s discussion of how the proposition is a plural the object if the direct object is a pronoun, because it describes a g on old-new information. The chapter also emphasized, as our 5 have choices based on the audience we are writing for.

- **Lindsay Madison**: The take away of this chapter to me was the constructions and guidelines covered in the previous chapters a applied effectively without consideration of the context. What a (This affects the order of the information.) What did the paper affect the use of nouns versus pronouns.) In order to write ef understand the relationship between grammar and style.

- **CHANCE 80**: The last chapter of the book text English get explicated how grammar is well applied to the discourse. This is similarities with the style course. I got it to learn how to balance i coordinate old-new information in sentences. It seems that all th chapter have been discussed throughout this session. The also grammatical points from a different perspective, a more familiar perspective.
Step 3: Respond to Questions with breadcrumbs (optional)

Chapter 17: DMAR AND DISCOURSE

In the premise that grammar was the study of how sentences was completely analyzed into phrases of which it was composed and these phrases together into a correct sentence, we have seen hints that there is anous constructions we have diagrammed.